Telecom Fiber Construction 101
An introduction to Underground
& Aerial Telecom Fiber Optic
Cable (FOC) Construction.

Fiber Optic Cable
The fiber optic cable (FOC) is the heart and soul of modern telecommunications networks. It is a
network cable that contains strands of glass fibers inside an insulated casing. Fiber optic cables carry
communication signals using pulses of light generated by small lasers or light-emitting diodes.

Advantages of Optical Fiber Cable over Copper Wire:
• Bandwidth. Fiber optic cables have a MUCH greater
bandwidth than metal cables (laser pulses carry way
more data/signal & way faster than electric signals).

• Low Power Loss. An optical fiber offers low power
loss, which allows for longer transmission.
• Interference. Fiber optic cables are immune to
electromagnetic interference.
• Summary: Carry way more data, way faster on much
smaller cheaper cables.

Fiber Optic Cable
There are literally hundreds of types of fiber
optic cable for varying applications and uses…

But on the next two slides we’ll just focus on the two main
types for Outside Plant (OSP) (i.e. outdoor) applications (the
main type of work we do at JBCC). These are Loose Tube and
Ribbon FOCs.
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Advantages:
Loose tube structure isolates the fibers
from the cable structure. This is a big
advantage in handling thermal and
other stresses encountered outdoors,
which is why most loose tube fiber
optic cables are built for outdoor
applications. A loose buffer’s inner
diameter is much larger than a fiber’s
outer diameter. Two major advantages
from this design are perfect fiber
isolation from mechanical forces
(within given range) and protection
from moisture.
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Advantages:
•Ribbon fiber optic cable can be prepped
and spliced much more rapidly than loose
tube cables...
•Ribbon fiber optic cables enable a smaller
footprint in splice closures and
telecommunications room fiber
management.
•Ribbon cables offer greater packing
density in higher fiber counts which
enables more efficient use of limited duct
space.
•Ribbon cables are typically very cost
competitive in counts above 96 fibers.
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Fiber Optic Spicing & Testing
Even though fiber cables come on reels up to a couple miles long, inevitably you come to a cable reel’s end and need to splice one cable to
another. Obviously, in order to prevent degradation of the laser light traveling down the fiber (the signal), splicing the glass fibers together in a
near perfect method (limiting loss of signal) is crucial. You can imagine that perfectly lining up and fusing two pieces of glass the size of a
human hair is a challenging task . That is why FOC Splicing and Testing is a specialty trade requiring highly skilled technicians and expensive
technical equipment (Fusion Splicing Machine that aligns and fuses the glass ends, and an Optical Time-domain Reflectometer (OTDR) that
sends light down the cable and measure reflections (light loss) at each splice to make sure it’s acceptable).
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Fiber Optic Networks (Network Architecture)
THE FIBER NETWORK
Fiber Cables are deployed in networks
consisting of Fiber Backbones (Larger
cables containing hundreds of individual
fibers) and Fiber Laterals & Drops (Smaller
FOCs delivering service to end users
(homes and businesses).
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Fiber Planners: (Usually are employees of
individual Carriers (Verizon, AT&T, Zayo,
Sprint, etc.) and do the high-level design on
how these networks interconnect and work,
and decide what customers they should be
built to (market that is targeted for
revenue).
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Fiber Engineers:(usually paid consultants
like HBK Engineering) usually design the
path the fiber takes in the streets to get
there, and they help get the governmental
permission (permits) to build it.
Contractors: Contractors like JBCC are then
hired to bid on physically building the
network in the most safe and efficient way
possible allowed by the permits and carrier
specifications.

Fiber Optic Cable Deployment (Locations: ISP/OSP)
Now that you’ve learned a little about Fiber Optic Cable & Networks, it’s time to learn about how FOCs are built and installed by the
Contractor! There are two locations that FOC cable are built/installed: Inside Plant (ISP; inside buildings) and Outside Plant (OSP; outside of
buildings). In this presentation, we will focus on OSP installations (the primary type of work JBCC does).

Inside Plant (ISP)
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Fiber Optic Cable Deployment (Types of OSP)
There are two types of Outside Plant (OSP) FOC installation:
• Aerial FOC Construction: Attaching the fiber optic cable directly to telephone and power poles).
• Underground (U.G.) FOC Construction: Installing the FOC inside a system of recently built underground plastic/metal conduits and
manholes/handholes).

Aerial FOC Construction
Advantages:
1) Cheaper to build
2) No street restoration
3) Faster to build
4) Less expensive maintenance
Disadvantages:
1) Slow to get approval from Pole Owners
2) More susceptible to damage (lightning,
wind, car accidents, vandalism)
3) Long-term Pole Leasing costs

Underground FOC Construction
Advantages:
1) FOC more protected
2) Can build the system for
multiple cables at once
3) Can lease-out extra
conduit space and get
return revenue
Disadvantages:
1) Must have locators onstaff to mark when other
people digging nearby
2) Relocations/maintenance
is much more expensive
3) Slower initial build
4) Much more expensive
initial build (initial cash
outlay)
5) Permitting process to get
permission to build in
the street can be difficult
and costly.

Underground Fiber Conduit Systems
Let’s take a deeper dive into the U.G. conduit systems that house fiber optic cables!! When placing FOC underground, the first thing that has to
be built is the conduit system to house it (plastic or metal pipe interconnecting a series of underground Manholes or Handholes which provide
access points to the system to pull the cable in and splice it together). The conduits are typically made of either High Density Polyethylene
plastic (HDPE), Poly Vinyl Chlroide (PVC) plastic, or Steel Conduit (when extra protection in required; like under railroads).
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Types of Underground Conduit Construction
To get conduit placed underground, it can generally either be:
• Plowing (long open areas with few existing utilities)
• Trenched (Open-cut trenching in either road parkways or in the concrete streets)
• Direction Boring: Drilling underground with a steerable drill head that can navigate around underground obstacles

Plowing 2” HDPE Conduit

Trenching Schedule 40 PVC Conduit

Directional Boring

Directional Boring Conduit; A Closer Look
Directional Boring is one of the most common and preferred types of conduit installation used as it minimizes surface
restoration needs, and can be used to cross obstacles that cannot be interrupted or interfered with (like rivers, highways,
railroads and pipelines). JBCC currently operates between 6 and 8 Boring Rig Crews.

Directional Boring Conduit; A Closer Look
Directional Boring typically crews consist of 3 crew members:
• The Bore Rig Operator (runs the boring machine and slowly drills the conduit in place).
• The Borehead Locator (Walks along with the leading edge of the bore, and uses a bore locate device to monitor signals
from the borehead. The Locator steers the borehead up/down/left/right around existing utilities and obstacles by giving
the Operator instructions, and also helps to monitor borehead depth and relation to existing utilities.
• The Bore Crew Groundman: The groundman typically works up-ahead of the Bore Crew, hand-digging existing utilities
to expose the depth and existing location,

Trenching Conduit; A Closer Look
Trenching (Excavating) to place conduit is the only type of conduit installation allowed in the City of Chicago’s Central
Business District (CBD). It consists of excavating a long continuous open trench into which conduit and manholes/handholes
can be places prior to backfill and restoration. Trenching can be done with either a Trenching Machine or an Excavator
(Backhoe/Trackhoe).
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Trenching Conduit; A Closer Look
Trenching (Excavation) Crews typically crews consist of 3 crew members: 1 Operator (Foreman) & 2 Laborers
(Groundman/Journeyman):

•
•

Excavator Operator/Foreman (runs the boring machine and slowly drills the conduit in place).
Laborers: Support the backhoe/trackhoe Operator and assemble the conduit in the trench once it has been dug.

Aerial Fiber Construction

OSP Aerial Design Considerations

Now, that we’ve taken a closer look at Underground construction, let’s talk a little bit about aerial OSP installations. The
design of overhead lines begins with material contained in Section 25 of the National Electric Safety Code (NESC). This
standard is approved by the American National Standards Institute and is published by the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers, Inc. Figure 1 shows the three storm-load districts — heavy, medium, and light — that are defined for the
United States.

The specific ice, wind, and temperature conditions of a
particular region are used to determine fiber stress in
aerial optical-fiber cable. The maximum fiber stress under
these conditions is limited to 12,500 psi. This limitation is
necessary to help ensure a long service life in the presence
of static fatigue.

Aerial Fiber Construction

OSP Aerial Design Considerations

Aerial FOC is almost always placed in the “Communications Space” on aerial pole lines. This is space specifically reserved for
Cable TV and Telecommunications cables toward the lower part of the pole. Ground Clearance is an important consideration
on how low these cables can be placed on the poles.

Aerial Fiber Construction

Placing Fiber on Messenger and Lashed in Place

OSP fiber optic cable can be placed on messenger wire (strand) and lashed in place using either the moving reel or stationary reel method. The
choice depends on vehicle access to the pole line, the type of equipment available to the installer, and whether the cable must be pulled into
position over existing facilities. Cable installation in aerial innerduct is permitted in certain circumstances as discussed
The primary method of aerial FOC installation is with Messenger Cable and Lashing. There are two methods to do this: The Moving Reel
Method, and the Stationary Reel Method (both depicted below).

Closeup of the Moving Reel Method

Aerial Fiber Construction

Placing Fiber on Messenger and Lashing in Place

There are numerous ways to attach messenger cable and FOC to existing poles, as well as numerous ways of storing extra FOC and supporting
FOC Splice Enclosures. A few of them are depicted below.

Aerial Fiber Construction

Placing Self-Supporting FOC & Conduit

There are alternates to installing aerial FOC that don’t involve lashing the FOC to messenger cable. These include Self-Supporting Aerial FOC
(where the messenger is built into the FOC already), and Self-Supporting Aerial Conduit (Figure-8 Aerial Conduit) where you install conduit
with built in messenger wire, and pull the FOC into the duct at a later date. Use of these two methods depends on the local regulations plus
numerous design and cost considerations.

Self-Supporting FOC

Self-Supporting Conduit

Telecom Construction 101
THE END.
Thank you for your time
and attention!

